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Brand Features

The VerifEye™ EMH+ combines an onboard revenuegrade power meter, a Leviton
Data Acquisition HUB and web server in a flexible all-in-one package. This simple and
effective energy solution can be used to meet energy codes and mandates and is ideal
for new construction and commercial buildings.

Item Description

EMH+ Data Acquisition Server with 3 Phase Meter, includes 200A CT’s. Power Supply
Included

Features and Benefits

Data Collection-

Logs and collects data on user selected intervals-

Non-volatile memory stores data until the next scheduled upload or manual

download

-

Compatible with VerifEye BMO 2.0* allowing users to quickly access energy

consumption information from a webbased platform

-

Tracks real-time energy usage for demand response programs-

Meter data can be transferred to energy dashboards, kiosks and software

applications

-

Expandable via ModBus RTU and ModBus TCP-

Supports BACNet and other protocols on one device-

Seamlessly integrates with BMS and BAS systems-

Monitors performance of critical systems such as lighting and HVAC-

Set alarms notifications for targeted levels and view graphical and historical data-

VerifEye BMO 2.0 is available at no cost with the purchase of VerifEye EMH+-
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*Leviton is the smart choice, providing the most comprehensive range of solutions to meet the needs of today's residential, commercial and industrial
buildings. Leveraging more than a century of experience, Leviton helps customers create sustainable, intelligent environments through its electrical
wiring devices, network and data center connectivity solutions, and lighting energy management systems. From switches and receptacles, to daylight
harvesting controls, networking systems, and equipment for charging electric vehicles, Leviton solutions help customers achieve savings in energy,
time and cost, all while enhancing safety.


